Strategic Insights for aligning
corporate values, brand and
products (inside) with
consumer expectations and
channels (outside) to
generate growth

IOOI Advisors
METHOD

why?

66%
59%

of global CEOs say changing
customer behavior is a threat to
their growth
of employees don’t know what
their company stands for, or what
makes its brand different

Torchbearer CEOs are

18%
31%
52%

more likely to embrace

agility

more likely to explore

new channels
more likely to run

experiments
vs. Market Followers

our approach
High velocity consulting via executive workshops,
retreats and studies to align inside and outside
drivers, identify “experiments” and inspire small
group “expeditions”
We follow a structured method, (inspired by McKinsey,
but scaled down to days vs. months of effort), centered
around asking the right questions, testing potential
answers, looking at trends, and applying small data
insights in everyday routines.

workshops
Each lab consists
of pre-work and
two 3hr group
sessions, plus
on-call support
for experiments
and are priced
at $27000 + T&E
(bundle of all 4
labs = $90000)

Additional deep
dive funnel lab
helps marketing
teams (and peers)
optimize demand
performance and
better prepare
for compliance
requirements like
GDPR via:
Content audit
Data audit
Journey map
Grow vs prune
strategies
GDPR strategies
$45000 + T&E

Story lab is our first stage in GTM
alignment, and helps to expose and
align core values with brand promise
In each lab we involve leaders, experts and change
agents, and apply our IOOI process that enforces focus
sd
and relevance to all stakeholders:
Capture key issues

> the “why” questions

Plan and assign 2
experiments

> test potential answers

Scope/sponsor
Expedition (field work)

> prove/disprove elements
> gather artifacts
> recruit supporters

Collect findings and
deliver recommendations

In the first session, we address the 7 critical
questions for aligning core values, brand
perception, and market opportunities
Each lab provides
an accelerator
for change by
capturing:
Context
Success
Scope
Stakeholders

1

Why does <company> exist (what was the inspiration,
who were you serving)?

2

Why are we unique?

3

What is state of brand?

4

Why do customers buy today (what informs/
connects/motivates them)?

5

What is our most profitable product/channel/market?

6

Why do we need to evolve (goals, success factors,
scope)?

7

Who are stakeholders to drive change and capture
inside and outside views?

E

Expedition

E

Experiment

E

Experiment

> Interview founders
> Customer’s story

> Online and
social brand audit

> Map closed deals
to source and touch
points

team
Allen Bonde is the Founder of IOOI Advisors, a former McKinsey and Yankee Group analyst,
and a 5-time CMO. A data scientist by training, he has advised some of the most visible
global brands (Bank of America, O2, Philips, SAP to name a few) and held leadership
position at OpenText, where he oversaw marketing for the company’s Analytics business,
Offerpop (now Wyng), which he co-founded, and Placester, where he ran corporate
marketing. An accomplished product and corporate marketing leader, he has been named a
Top CMO on Twitter, a Top 25 Enterprise Software Leader, and a “50 On Fire” Finalist. He
holds degrees from Worcester Polytechnic Institute and the University of Virginia.
Tim Walters, Ph.D. is a Partner at IOOI Advisors, and principal strategist at The Content
Advisory. At IOOI he is helping to develop and deliver our Funnel Lab offering based on his
deep knowledge of customer experience strategies and research on the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR). Based in Berlin, he is also a founding partner of Digital Clarity
Group, and was formerly a Senior Analyst and Advisor at Forrester Research, and director of
international marketing and strategy for FatWire Software. Earlier in his career, Tim was a
professor at the University of Rochester and New York University. He holds a BA
from Oregon State University and his Doctorate from The Johns Hopkins University.

simplify

Too many organizations focus on the How and
What, when clarity of purpose and performance
most often starts by asking: Why?
Why did we start our company? Why did our first
customers sign up? Why does the media contact
us? Why do our employees stay late? Why do
some go elsewhere?
IOOI (I-You) is a new consultancy focused on
strategic alignment, growth strategies, and “small
data” performance metrics – to help leadership
teams ask the right question, test potential
answers, and become more aware and agile in
their daily routines. And ultimately gain clarity
that frees up cycles to pursue personal passions
or breakthrough initiatives that could benefit all
stakeholders.

www.iooiadvisors.com
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